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An honour ribbon to APOTECA | Loccioni Humancare

Yesterday
22nd
November
the Ruban

d’Honneur ceremony took place at Hotel Rey Juan Carlos I where APOTECA project received
the award of EBA -European Bussiness Awards in the category “The UKTI Award for Innovation”.

The finalists at the ceremony represented companies that, although exposed at the recent
economical storm, have a combined turnover of  trillion Euro (the 8,23% of European GDP*)

Claudio Loccioni, Loccioni humancare director: “ It is a very relevant goal to receive this award
for humancare, the division of Loccioni Group. This prize represents the significant result of a
collaboration between a private company and public clinics: a mixed Community in order to realize
a perfect solution: APOTECA, the automated System preparing and managing chemotherapy
drugs.
It is a demonstration as a local project becomes global and as a ten-year experience with
international industrial partners in terms of performance, efficiency, quality, safety and traceability
could be transferred from one field to another. We would like to share this award with each
APOTECACommunity member since APOTECA guarantees and will continue to guarantee
safety, performance and innovation thanks to the scientific network and to the common passion for
the innovative solutions.”

* The European GDP include Turkey, Armenia and Kazakhstan.
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